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Executive Summary 

For many, the word ‘mainframe’ conjures images of antiquated technology employing large spools 
magnetic tape for data storage and punch cards to execute commands in COBOL, the same 
programming language your uncle used. While this is no longer the mainframe’s reality, given its 
reputation, it would surprise some to find out that many of the GC’s critical business applications 
supporting security and financial transactions are all mainframe-based. The GC is not unique in this 
regard. The banking and insurance sectors still rely heavily on mainframes to support day-to-day 
banking, shopping, and credit card transactions. 

Despite their history of dependable service, mainframe suffers from a growing risk; a shrinking pool of 
skilled IT professionals supporting this technology and a small market of companies still supporting and 
innovating on mainframe platforms. For that reason, with the fullness of time, it is not a question of if 
the GC will stop using mainframes, but a question of when. That may come in a few years for some 
organizations, but for others it may be decades. 

This strategy provides an overview of the status of mainframe as a technology across other sectors of 
industry and then looks at their usage within the GC. It will present the risks associated with operating 
mainframes that the GC will need to continue manage. The most pernicious of those is a workforce with 
mainframe skills. The strategy will outline questions each departments should be asking themselves as 
they consider the future of their mainframe applications. Key to this is the question of fit for purpose. 
Given the strategic direction of your organization, does your mainframe applications continue to 
support that course? If not, what migration options exist? 

Finally, recommendations have been made to improve stewardship of mainframes and the applications 
they host. 
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1 1. Introduction 

2  Mainframes  were first introduced in the 1950s, but the mainframes we know today largely emerged in  
3  the  60s. Many consider mainframes  an  antiquated  legacy technology, but consider this,  the Boeing 737  
4  was also introduced in  the  1960s.  You have likely flown in a 737, but that doesn't mean the plane you  
5  flew  on was built in the 60s. Today's 737 s are newly built planes based  on an improved version of the 
6  original design. This is also  true of mainframes. Both  of these technologies continue to play a significant  
7  role in  their respective industries despite their origins being from a different era. Like airlines  with the  
8  737, the GC  must continuously challenge its  mainframe investments given  the alternatives available  on  
9  the  market and changing business environment. In both cases, the decision is  the same, at which point is  

10  a like-for-like replacement of assets no longer the optimum strategy given  the evolution of the  business  
11  context.   

12 

13 While ‘mainframe’ typically refers to a type of physical server, or hosting platform, for business 
14 applications, this strategy will focus less on the mainframe as a hosting platform, but instead on the 
15 business applications they host. As this strategy will show, whatever decisions departments make 
16 regarding future of their mainframe-based applications, so too will follow mainframe hosting platforms. 

17 

18 This strategy document's purpose is to provide the reader with: 

19  1.  a general understanding of mainframes, 

20  2.  the role they play in the GC 

21  3.  benefits, 

22  4.  risks, 

23  5.  the fundamental questions the GC must answer regarding its future usage of mainframes, 

24  6.  patterns for exiting the mainframe, and 

25  7.  case studies 

26  

27 Overall, the recommendations in this report may lead to new policy and reporting requirements. 

28 
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1 2. Background 

2  2.1  What is a mainframe?  

3  Before proceeding it is  worth defining what a mainframe is. Mainframe is a centralized form  of 
4  computing where storage and compute power are  concentrated in one large physical server. For this  
5  reason  mainframes are often called "big iron".  The “big iron”  is engineered to have internal physical 
6  redundancy  of components  which results in high reliability.  This  makes  them a  very amenable location  
7  for businesses to run  workload that demands an extremely high degree of transactional  success  and  
8  integrity.  Many  of the current public concepts of hot  swapping hardware, thin  clients, virtualization,  and  
9  hypervisors  were first developed  and implemented  on mainframes systems,  almost  50 years  ago.  

10  Distributed, commoditized, compute  power  which became popular in the 80s  where smaller servers,  or 
11  micro-computers, and storage are  connected  through networks to achieve similar capabilities. At one  
12  time,  mainframes  were a unique solution for  meeting the demands  of industries  that required high  
13  performance processing  of high volumes  of transactions. As commoditized computing has increased in  
14  power the number of use cases for which mainframes  are uniquely suited has fallen. Industry  
15  benchmarks comparing  the mainframe’s capabilities with those  of commoditized  compute  vary as  to  
16  which is superior. What is  certain is  that the gap between these two forms of computing is closing  and  
17  that many modern  global enterprises  run their entire workload off of these  commoditized  platforms. 
18  The introduction of public  cloud  service providers in the early 2000s,  who can provide  seemingly infinite  
19  scaling of  commoditized compute and  storage resources further erodes  the use cases for  which the  
20  mainframe is uniquely qualified. Therefore, why are the government’s  most critical applications  
21  (including financial, benefit, and insurance applications) still hosted on  mainframes?  

22 

23 The answer to this question is threefold: 

24  1.  The business applications being hosted on mainframes have origins in decades past using 
25 software that is not commonly found on other computing platforms and it was always perceived 
26 as easier to maintain and upgrade than to replace. Some of these technologies leverage legacy 
27 technologies such as COBOL. 

28  2.  These business applications are critical to the operations of key industries, often processing 
29 billions of dollars’ worth of transactions annually. An appropriate alternate hosting technology 
30 with the same business recovery, responsiveness, and security requirements may be 
31 prohibitively expensive or risky to engineer and fear of the level of effort and succeeding in that 
32 undertaking ruled decision making. 

33  3.  Rather than continuously modernizing existing technologies, IT organizations focus their limited 
34 resources on developing for new demand and ensuring that applications follow business rule 
35 changes, due to the expected high cost of a replacement and modern solution. 

2 
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1  Given  these realities, any  strategy  for the mainframe  must  be directly linked to the strategy for 
2  modernizing the applications they host. The level  of investment spent on mainframe technology  may  
3  seem high, but is  typically a small fraction  of the value  of transactions those  mainframes process  every  
4  year. It  is therefore  key that any strategy for mainframes also be driven by the organization’s business  
5  strategy as any effort to drive cost efficiencies from  a technology perspective can  adversely impact the 
6  business those technologies enable  where the  magnitude  of the impact is serval orders higher.  

7 
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10 •  Taxes; The Canadian Revenue Agency uses  mainframe-based applications to calculate and  
11  collect personal and commercial taxes.  

15 •  
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1  3.  Mainframes in  the GC  

2  Mainframes host  some of the Government of Canada’s most critical applications  in support  of the  
3  following programs:  

4  •  Policing; The Royal Canadian Mounted Policy uses  mainframe-based applications  to store and  
5 process criminal records.  

6  •  Benefits; ESDC uses  mainframe-based applications to  process more than  $110B annually in  
7  benefits for Canadians.  

8  •  Borders; The Canadian Border Services Agency uses  mainframe-based applications to clear  
9  airline passengers and collect customs for imported goods.  

12  •  Military; Department of National Defence usage of mainframe for military asset logistics. 

13  •  Receiver general; the receiver general operates much like a bank accounting for financial 
14 transactions for the consolidated revenue fund. 

Intellectual property; the Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) within Innovation, 
16 Science, & Economic Development (ISED) grants patent approvals using mainframe-based 
17 applications. 

18 

19  Two suppliers provide mainframe hosting platforms  to the GC; Unisys and IBM.  ESDC is  the sole user of 
20 Unisys  within the  GC. The remainder of organizations  use hosting platforms supplied by IBM. The  
21  physical servers themselves are regularly replaced in  accordance to their lifecycle requirements. While  
22  mainframe as a technology design may be decades  old, the GC’s  mainframes are  only a few years  old  
23  and considered current.  The applications they host, however,  can have decade old origins or have been  
24  created quite recently. These applications are comprised of a complex collection  of business rules. In  
25 fact, these applications are often an  organization’s only accurate repository  of business rules,  
26  calculations, and workflows. As an example  of the scale of these applications,  the tax system, executes  
27  hundreds of individual  programs  multiple times,  interfacing  with 31 other systems,  for  a single  
28  efile/netfile return.  

29 3.1 Roles 

Within the GC, the roles and responsibilities for mainframes are divided, primarily, between Shared 
31 Services Canada (SSC) and the departments and agencies that operate mainframe-based applications. 

32 
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5 Departments and agencies  are responsible for the development and  operation  of mainframe-based  
6  applications. Departments decide when new applications are deployed  to mainframes.   

20 Compute costs are falling: benchmarks show that the  costs for compute power continue to drop  on a  
21  per unit basis, but that drop is being offset by growing consumption of compute.  The net result is the  
22  cost of ownership continues to rise.  Departments and  agencies, due to GC price models, have not 
23  experienced a drop in prices over the last 3  –  4 years.  
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1  Shared Services Canada (SSC)  is responsible for the  mainframe platform, that is,  the facilities, physical 
2  infrastructure,  and hosting  software  such as  operating systems. SSC contracts  with suppliers for the  
3  purchase and maintenance of  the hosting platforms. As consumption of resources on those platforms  
4  rises, SSC  returns the associated costs to departments  and agencies.  

7 

8  3.2  Benefits  

9  Mainframe  hosting platforms  offer a number of benefits. Not all of these benefits, however, are unique  
10 to mainframes.  

11 

12  Quality of Service  (QoS):  Mainframes demonstrate a high quality of service due  to  their design. It is not  
13  to say  that the same QoS cannot be achieved  on commoditized computing platforms, but specific  
14  application architectural decisions and  engineering activities to be undertaken.  Mainframes have earned  
15 a reputation as being extremely dependable.  

16  Security: Mainframes  have presented very  few security  incidents. As with QoS, the same level  of security  
17  can be achieved using commoditized compute, but  specific design and architecture choices  must be  
18  made.  Also, mainframe-based applications are  very rarely public-facing, relying on web-facing services  
19  hosted  on  other forms of compute,  thus reducing their attack surface.  

24  Product Roadmap: IBM has reinvigorated the  mainframe  over the past several years by  porting open  
25 source application stacks to  mainframes. It should be  noted  that  while IBM invigorated the  mainframe,  
26  they are perhaps the  only supplier to do so. Few  other large IT  organizations support  this technology  or  
27  invest in it. In fact, a far larger number of technology  companies promote services to  migrate off  
28  mainframe technologies.  

29  Integrated offering: the supplier of the  mainframe provides the majority  of the  maintenance, patching,  
30 and applying fixes for both  the hardware and the host  software. Because a single  supplier provides the  
31  software and hardware, the likelihood  that upgrades to  one software  component will adversely impact  
32  another is very low. This allows organizations to focus  on delivering business  applications, not  
33  maintaining infrastructure and  upgrades.  

34 
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10 Monopoly:  One supplier, IBM, holds 85% of market share for mainframes  (much higher  in  the GC)  and  
11  determines  the platform’s  product roadmap. If the relationship between IBM and the GC  soured, no  
12  quick alternatives or exit strategies  exist. Lack  of competition has led  to periods  where IBM has had less  
13  incentives to  make investments in  mainframe products  and shift towards comsumption-based licensing 
14  models.  

15 Migration costs: The cost  of exiting the  mainframe is very high; however, this is not a risk unique  to  
16  mainframes. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems also have  a high exit cost, but the scale and  
17  complexity  of migrating from  mainframe is particularity high.  This document later discusses different  
18  migration strategies off of  mainframe  technologies.  
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1  3.3  Risks  

2  There are a number of recognized risks associated with mainframes  and the applications  they host.  

3  Skills/Workforce:  As the workforce ages, mainframe skills become harder to support. New hires rarely  
4  have mainframe skills without  additional training and  experience investments.  Top talent is  often not 
5 attracted to a career in  managing mainframes.  This is  perhaps the greatest risk for departments  
6  operating mainframe-based applications.   

7  Agility:  Traditionally, mainframe-based applications are fairly rigid. This often impacts the ability to  
8  quickly update  the business logic held within  mainframe-based applications based on business  
9  environment changes.  

19  Popularity:  With a growing community focused on public cloud services and newer,  more  agile and  
20 easier to maintain technologies,  support is drawn away from mainframes.   Without a community of IT  
21  professionals using  mainframe  technologies, there  will be lack of innovation and advancement for them.   

22  3.4  Investment  Levels  

23  Fiscal year 2018-19 Shared  Services Canada has a planned gross  spend of $181M  and planned revenues  
24  of $24M  with  144 full time  equivalents dedicated to supporting the  mainframe program 1

0F . The net spend  
25 of approximately $150M annually is forecasted to  continue through fiscal year 2020-21.  At the time of  
26  writing this strategy, SSC  could not account for the breakdown  of that annual spend.  

27  This represents  the third largest program spend for Shared Services Canada.  To put this in perspective,  
28  the cost for hosting  approximately 4%  of the  GC’s  application  portfolio  is greater  than the cost  of hosting 
29  the  remainder of the  GC’s application  portfolio  of applications  (see: figure 1) shown as ‘mid range’ in  
30 figure 2.  

1 https://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/ems-sgd/edb-bdd/index-eng.html#orgs/program/SHARE-BWD07/infograph/financial 

6 
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1 
2 Figure 1: Based on Q4 2018-19 Application Portfolio Management inventory for applications with a status of production and deployment 
3 model that includes mainframe 

 

SSC Spend by Program 

4 

5 Figure 2:  Shared Services Canada Spend by Program from Public Accounts of Canada 

6 What cannot be easily determined through the existing data model support IT Plans is the amount 
7 departments spend on maintaining mainframe applications.  

8  
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1  While  mainframe applications  only comprise  4% of the GC’s  application portfolio by number of 
2  applications, it is important to note that mainframe applications  that the volume  of transactions  
3  processed by these applications is believed to be extremely large in comparison  to  the rest of the 
4  application portfolio. For those departments  that do  use mainframe applications, they can sometimes  
5  comprise  50%  of that department’s portfolio as shown in figure 3 for CBSA and CRA.  
6 

7 
8  Figure 3:  Based on Q4 2018-19  Application Portfolio Management inventory for applications with a status of  production and deployment  
9  model that includes  mainframe.  

10 

11  3.5  Lifecycle Roadmap  

12  In November 2017  The GC  renewed its  contract  with IBM for legacy systems which includes, amongst  
13  other items,  mainframes. At that  time, new  mainframe servers and storage  was  purchased replacing the  
14  GC’s fleet of  mainframe servers.  This current contract  expires in  2021. At that time, the GC  will need  to  
15  decide to  once again enter  into contract with IBM for  continued support as well  as decide if purchasing 
16  new servers to replace  the  current fleet is appropriate.   

17  Servers are purchased as capital paid at the time of purchase. Server hardware  has a five-year life-span  
18  before replacement becomes prudent. Ongoing support and maintenance costs are paid for both the  
19  hardware and software. Some  of these support  costs  are fixed, others scale based up compute resources  
20  consumed by departments.   

8 
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1  While the hosting platforms may be only a few  years old, the applications that are hosted  on the  
2  mainframe have  a much longer life-span  often  lasting decades.   

3 
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1  4.  Mainframe Strategy Development  

2 The development of the GC Mainframe Strategy comprised three stages: 

3  1.  An environmental scan was conducted. Segments of the IT industry and departments who have 
4 a role in the delivery of mainframe-based applications were consulted. 

From the environmental scan, the key factors impacting the mainframe environment were 
6 determined and summarized. 

7  3.  Based on the key factors, decisions and recommendations were outlined. 

8  4.1  Environment scan  

9  Both IT industry  and GC  organizations were  consulted as part  of the environment scan. An invitation was  
10 extended by the GC  Chief Technology Officer to departmental and agency Chief Information  Officers  
11  operating mainframe-based applications and  to SSC as the operator of the hosting  platform.  
12  Departments and agencies  were generous in sharing their experience with  operating some  of Canada’s  
13  most critical IT systems.  These discussions involved  the expected topics such as technology, asset  
14  management, security,  and strategy, but were  often interlaced with discussions as to value their work  
15 brings to citizen-facing services,  ensuring Canadians can file taxes, receive benefits, live in security, cross  
16  borders, and  conduct global trade. A full list  of organizations  who  accepted the invitation to participate 
17  can be found in Annex A.  

18  A sampling scan of  the IT industry was also conducted. Gartner  was hired to provide independent  
19  research  as to the current state of  the mainframe, its future, and trends in other sectors.  As the GC has a  
20 cloud first policy requirement, two public cloud service providers  were consulted to  speak to and  
21  provide customer case studies for the  viability for migrating mainframe-based applications  to public  
22  cloud. Publically available information  was also integrated into the scan. Navigating the competing  
23  interests of the different segments of the IT industry was challenging as  was separating opinion from  
24  fact. Often benchmarks were represented in ways that were advantageous to  one technology (or  
25 supplier)  or another.   

26  4.2  Key Factors  

27 This sector highlights the salient factors that influenced the GC Mainframe Strategy. These factors may 
28 include certain trends, limitations, or boundaries for any of the final recommendations in this document. 

29 

31 

32 
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30 Factor 4: Exit is a risky and initially costly undertaking  
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1 Factor 1: Investments in the mainframe roadmap continue 

2  Although mainframe technology has a long history, the two principal mainframe  vendors (IBM and  
3  Unisys),  continue to invest  in improving  mainframe technology; both the hardware and the software.  
4  IBM, for example, has ported popular open source software to the mainframe. Customers, however,  
5 must be willing to  migrate  their applications to this new software to  experience  the associated benefits.  
6  In  addition to that, the physical servers used by the GC are no  more  than a few years  old, as  we have  
7  continued to refresh them  periodically over time.  This is principally due to the fact that  like-for-like  
8  replacement for mainframe  hosting  platforms  typically  has  minimal impact and risk to the applications,  
9  which promotes technology value and stability  to departmental operations.  

11 Factor 2: Compute costs are dropping, but consumption is rising 

12  According to Gartner Inc’s  benchmarks, the per unit  costs of  compute,  measured in Millions of  
13  Instructions  Per Second (MIPS), is falling. However, the GC’s  overall consumption of MIPS continues to  
14  increase.  This increased consumption is offsetting any unit cost reductions.  Rising compute  consumption  
15 is partially driven by rising transaction  volumes but also by the addition  of citizen-facing online self-
16  service applications. While  the online applications themselves are  a hybrid architecture using both  
17  mainframe and  commoditized forms  of compute, they repeatedly request data and processing from  
18  mainframe-based applications.  As we continue to  make  our services  more ‘digital’, this trend will likely  
19  continue.  

21 Factor 3: Technologies exist to move mainframe based applications off 

22  Technologies such as  emulators  that allow mainframe-based application technologies  to be executed  on  
23  commodity compute platforms are available. Another suite  of technologies available are services  to  
24  convert applications  from  traditional programming languages to more  modern programming languages.  
25 These  types of technologies can be used to  move portions  or entire applications from  mainframes to  
26  commodity compute platforms. These  options, however, typically provide no additional business value  
27  and exist  mostly as a strategy to lower mainframe hosting platform costs,  or to provide a short-term  
28  remedy until a more comprehensive  migration can take place.  

29 

31  As mainframes often support critical business lines, there is little desire  to accept the risk  of business  
32  disruption for the  sake of technical improvements. It is for  this reason  that efforts to exit from  
33  mainframe  technology is typically a business transformation driven event, not a technology driven  
34  event. When an organization dramatically changes its business processes,  the current application  may  
35 no longer serve that desired state and a whole new technology landscape  can be  considered.  This is  
36  often  the principle driver for abandoning the  mainframe  and starting  with a new technology landscape.  

11 
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1  The process of replacing the current technology landscape requires significant investment  of funds and  
2  can last  many years. As business continuity  and accuracy  of transactions is paramount, it is likely both  
3  the old and new technology platforms will need  to  coexist for years until the organization can be certain  
4  that the replacement technology performs as  expected. Additionally, new business rules must be added  
5  to both the old and new system as  the migration proceeds, creating further  migration complexity.  
6  Industry engagement and significant procurement activities are required  to  complete migrations off of 
7  mainframe platforms.  Figure 2 provides an illustration  of the sequencing of  costs  overtime during the  

Figure 4: Spend Sequencing of a Migration 

8  migration of an application from current to replacement.  

9 

10  Factor  5: Replicating the  technological benefits of a mainframe is  complex  

11  For the purposes of determining the  complexity  of a  migration off of a mainframe  technology, to  
12  another alternative, according to Gartner Inc, the number of MIPS required  to support an application is  
13  an accurate proxy. T his is a proxy as complexity  of applications  is multi-dimensional including storage,  
14  number of transactions processed, lines  of codes, latency requirement, and degree  of integration  with  
15  other  systems to name a few.   

12 
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2   

3 The GC’s application portfolio MIP usage is provided in table 1 below. MIPS ranges, based on 2018 
4 usage, are used in lieu of exact numbers 

5  Table  1:  GC A pplication Portfolio Compute Consumption  

Department Supplier MIPs range Complexity 

Canada Revenue Agency IBM 40,000-50,000 Trending to Complex 

Canada Border Services Agency IBM 30,000-40,000 Trending to Complex 

Department of National Defence IBM 50,000-60,000 Complex 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police IBM 90,000-100,000 Complex 

Public Services Procurement Canada IBM 5,000-10,000 Manageable 

Canadian Housing & Mortgage Corp. IBM 250-500 Manageable 

Innovation, Science, and Economic 
Development (CIPO) 

IBM 250-500 Manageable 

13 
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Employment Social Development 
Canada 

IBM 250-500 Manageable 

Employment Social Development 
Canada 

Unisys 5,000-10,000 Manageable 

1 

2  To put the above numbers  into context, in  1980 there  was approximately a 1:1 ratio between personal 
3  computers  and MIPS, which made  the dense computing capabilities  of the  mainframe significantly  more  
4  performant.  If we wanted to  replace the  RCMP mainframe  at that time, it  would have required nearly  
5  100,000 computers,  with all the  required  facilities to house and staff to run  them.  In 2019, the above  
6  MIPs can be obtained by a  single processor  under  the right  conditions. Although, the processor 
7  substitution  calculation  is not quite that simple,  as the architectures  of the processors  that empower  
8  mainframes handle  instructions differently than the other processor  types.  Regardless, the  key element 
9  is  that there  is are now some  extremely price  and performance  competitive alternatives to the  

10  processing  power  provided  by mainframes.    

11  The other main benefit  of the mainframe technology,  the redundancy  and availability of the self-
12  contained  computing and storage power  when coupled with a support and services contract.  This  
13  available  capability is also  now available  in a well architected distributed architecture  using  a mixture of 
14  geographically disperse topologies  of technologies.   In most  SaaS cloud offerings, this  is included  off the  
15  shelf as a feature, for PaaS  and IaaS cloud  offerings, it  must be designed, developed and implemented by  
16  the consumer.   While this  creates additional  overhead  on the consumer, it allows  them to be flexible 
17  with each of the technologies  that are being used to satisfy  the business requirements.  

18 

19  Factor  6: Mainframes  support mission critical programs and services  

20  As stated in the background section  of this document, mainframes host some  of the GC’s  most  critical  
21  applications, which must  support services 24 hours per day, 365 days per year.  Business disruption could  
22  result in an  economic impact ranging between hundreds of millions of dollars and possibly billions daily.  
23  Adding to that is the reputational injury that  could  occur with a business disruption. Due to the desire  
24  for stability above all else, the culture  this creates is  one where non-repetitive change is viewed as a risk.  
25  Any  changes to mainframe-based applications are  typically lengthy due  to  the degree  of testing that  
26  occurs  driven  by the complexity and critical nature of  these applications.   As a result, extremely  
27  expensive support and services contracts allow for the mainframe to “call home”  to notify support  
28  personnel when the  mainframe experiences any  kind  of technological issue, so that it can be addressed  
29  expeditiously.  

30 

31  Factor  7: IT organizations are focused on serving new  demand  

32  As with any  organization, IT organizations  must prioritize activities and investments within the resource  
33  constraints of their organization. Gartner Inc  estimates that the average IT  organization dedicates  80%  of 

14 
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1 its resources to maintaining the current IT landscape, leaving 20% available for requests from programs 
2 to update or evolve the current IT landscape. The latter availability is usually focused on the demand 
3 from programs and services for new applications, new features, and new tools, instead of continuously 
4 modernizing existing applications. 

6 Factor 8: Cloud First 

7  In 2018, the GC shifted from the Right Cloud Strategy  to  the Cloud First policy requirement.  The same 
8  industry sectors that use  mainframes are also aggressively adopting  cloud. While  the  average IT  
9  professional would rule-out public cloud as a target for mainframe migration as they represent more  

10 than half-a-century difference in technology design, this is not the  case.  Major cloud providers have  
11  technologies, services, and  patterns available for migrating mainframe operations to public cloud.2 

1F  
12  Cloud offers  the compute and storage to exceed the  requirements  of large mainframe-based  
13  applications.  Amazon Prime  Day 3 

2F  represents a large shopping event hosted in public cloud.  During a 30  
14  hour  period in 2017, aggregated data grew to 52 petabytes.  Databases handled  3.34 trillion  transactions,  
15 peaking  at 12.9 million  per second.   It has been  over  5  years, since NASA shut down the last  mainframe  
16  that help to run  the  Marshall Space Flight Center. (https://blogs.nasa.gov/NASA-CIO-

Blog/2012/02/12/post_1329017818806/)  17  

18 As public cloud is the preferred hosting platform for the GC’s applications, the GC should strongly 
19 consider not investing proposals for mainframe migrations unless public cloud is the target. Any other 

option would likely require another migration in the future to public cloud. 

21  4.3  Mainframe Strategy Considerations  

22  Given the  results  of the environment scan,  the key factors impacting the mainframe landscape,  and the  
23  reality that  technology is no longer the limiting factor to  how most  critical  workload can be hosted,  the 
24  GC’s  mainframe strategy rests  on departments and agencies  answering the following question "does  
25 your mainframe-based applications continue  to provide strategic value to your  business?"   

26 To answer this question, departments should be able to answer the following: 

27  1.  Is reliance on mainframe technology a significant enough barrier to being able to cost effectively 
28 transform to meet the GC's agenda of delivering digital services? 

29  2.  Is  reliance on mainframe technology  a significant  enough  barrier for timely transformation? Is  
30 the pace of delivery of solutions limited by  the use of  mainframe  technologies, and is this out-of-
31  line with  the expectations  of business clients and citizens?  

2 https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/apn/migrating-a-mainframe-to-aws-in-5-steps/ 

3 https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/prime-day-2017-powered-by-aws/ 

15 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/apn/migrating-a-mainframe-to-aws-in-5-steps/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/prime-day-2017-powered-by-aws
https://blogs.nasa.gov/NASA-CIO-Blog/2012/02/12/post_1329017818806/
https://blogs.nasa.gov/NASA-CIO-Blog/2012/02/12/post_1329017818806/
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1  3.  Can my organization accept or mitigate the risks going forward associated with mainframe 
2 technology if you don’t transform your operations? 

3 

4 Once you determine the strategic value of mainframe technology to your business, you will be able to 
answer the following question "does my organization continue to invest in mainframe technology or 

6 begin the process of exiting from mainframe technology?" 

7 

8 These questions must be answered on a department-by-department basis taking into account individual 
9 business context and risk tolerance. 

11 If the mainframe continues to provide strategic value: 

12 If your organization has determined that your mainframe-based applications continue to support your 
13 business today and for the foreseeable future, then your organization should ensure the associated risks 
14 are mitigated: 

Ensure your organization has the skills and workforce required to maintain mainframe-based 
16 applications for years to come: 

17  a.  At what rate is talent turning over? Are skilled resources being retained? 

18  b.  Do you have a sufficient pipeline of required talent? 

19  2.  Consider adopting  methodologies and technologies  to bring mainframe-based applications in  
20 line with  modern software development practices:  

21  a.  Code repositories and test automation software popular on other platforms have, in 
22 recent years, been ported to the mainframe 

23  b.  Examine the feasibility of incorporating DevOps practices for mainframe development 

24  3.  Integrate mainframe-based applications with other systems 

This type of architecture will allow portions of the IT landscape to be served on other 
26 platforms, thus reducing MIPS consumption 

27 

28 If the mainframe no longer provides strategic value: 

29  Taking the decision to exit mainframe technology is not a simple one. Often, the exit process requires  
30 investments  of hundreds  of millions of dollars, could lead to risky business disruptions, and is lengthy.  
31  When  making this decision, technology factors play a small part; therefore  the decision  must be driven  
32  by the desire for business transformation. Should you  decide to proceed with exiting the mainframe,  
33  follow these steps:  

16 
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1  1.  Understand the strategic value and benefits you are seeking by exiting the mainframe. 
2 Understand the level of transformation and benefits being sought. The section Mainframe Exit 
3 Patterns will discuss the range of options in greater detail. 

4  a.  A technology migration is one where the current business processes remain largely  
5 intact. This is  typically a short-term remedy while a larger business transformation is  
6  being contemplated. When mainframe costs begin  to rise to the point where other  
7  technology platforms provide sufficient  cost savings to  outweigh the risk  of business  
8  disruption, the business case for change  can be  made.  

9  b.  A business transformation  occurs  when  the  organization has a desire to drive greater 
10 efficiencies and service improvements, and to respond to  a changing environment. Such  
11  transformations present an opportunity  to exit from mainframe technologies  as the  
12  business rules codified  within applications are being re-engineered.  

13  2.  Begin the process  of building the business  case  and seeking the required resource investments  

14  3.  Begin the process  of seeking an experienced industry  partner to support the organization  
15 through the  migration process  

16  4.  Launch change management activities since a business transformation will have a profound 
17 impact on internal and external stakeholders 

18  5.  Begin the process of mapping your business processes and perform an analysis of your 
19 mainframe-based application portfolio 

Prepare the workforce for continuous modernization practices to ensure that once the legacy 
21 modernization is complete, technology investments remain modernized 

22  7.  Seek solutions that reduce the amount of effort the GC must spend on patching, fixing, and 
23 maintaining technology systems 

24 

To put the GC’s strategic direction for mainframes along a continuum of possible strategies, the strategy 
26 being put forward by the GC is one of sustainment with opportunistic exit. The opportunity for exist will 
27 be evaluated as the business continues to evolve to the point where the mainframe platform no longer 
28 supports the organization’s business objectives. 

29 

31 

32 

17 
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Status Quo: 
Continue to invest 
in new applications 
for the mainframe 
and grow our usage 

Full Exit Program: 
Create and fund a 
mutli-year program 
to decommission 
mainframe 
applications 

Partial Exit 
Program: Create 
and fund a program 
to decommission 
low risk migrations 
off the mainframe 

Opportunistic: As 
the business 
evolves and the 
mainframe no long 
provides strategic 
value, undertake 
exit activities 
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  6 Recommendations for Departments and Agencies: 

  Figure 5: Continuum of strategic possibilities for mainframes in the GC 

1 

2   

3  4.4  Mainframe Strategy Recommendations  

4 The following section lists recommendations for proper planning and stewardship for mainframe 
5 technology. 

7  1.  Decide on the strategic value of mainframes to your organization. Provide a high-level forecast 
8 of a possible exit roadmap and resource requirements to support that exit 

9  2.  Forecast compute and storage growth annually 

10  3.  Ensure the Application Portfolio Management inventory is update-to-date as TBS will rely on this 
11 database to generate reports on mainframe-based applications 

12  4.  Create and update an annual mainframe workforce analysis as part of departmental IT plans that 
13 include at a minimum: 

14  a. Status of the current workforce 

15  b.  Skills inventory 

16  c.  Attrition rates 

17  5.  Identify applications that are hosted on mainframes, but can be migrated to commoditized 
18 forms of compute without substantive changes to the application. Additionally, develop plans to 
19 decouple these applications from the mainframe hosting platform. 

20 

18 
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1 

2 Recommendations for Treasury Board Secretariat: 

3  6.  Establish criteria and principles for deciding when new business capabilities, applications, and 
4 investments are made on mainframes.  These criteria must consider the overall direction of the 
5 GC towards public cloud investments. 

6  7.  All new mainframe investments (not capacity growth) be brought to GC EARB for endorsement 

7  8.  Structure the IT Management Model data to better identify mainframe-based spending and 
8 investments. 

9  9.  Assess the feasibility of publishing policy direction for IT Product Management allowing 
10 departments greater flexibility for funding and evolutionary implementation of applications over 
11 current project management, monolithic, approaches 

12   

14  10.  Analyze cost  savings  options at the infrastructure level, including as-a-Service models,  that  
15  would be low impact  to the mainframe-based applications they host  

16  11.  Review supply contracts and pricing structures to achieve greater pricing transparency and 
17 stability for department and agencies 

18  12.  Create and update an annual mainframe workforce analysis as part  of departmental IT plans  that  
19  include at a  minimum:  

20  a.  Status of the current workforce 

21  b.  Skills inventory 

22  c.  Attrition rates 

23   

24 

19 
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1  5.  Mainframe Exit Patterns  

2  As  mentioned previously, there are migration  options  for mainframe  which range from partial technical  
3  migrations to full business  transformation. While full-scale business transformation projects can cost  
4  hundreds of millions of dollars, technical migrations  can be substantially lower cost depending upon the  
5 scale of an organization’s mainframe operations.  In  either case, the complexity  and risks associated  with  
6  these  migrations are substantial.  One  must  also put the size  of the investment required in perspective  
7  with the hundreds of billions of dollars’  worth  of financial transactions  mainframe-based applications  
8  process annually.  

9  5.1  Technical Migration  

A migration to another technology leaves the business logic and data stored within the mainframe 
11 application intact, but changes are made to accommodate porting the application to commoditized 
12 compute whether in public cloud or otherwise. Two options are generally proposed for a technical 
13 migration: 

14  1.  Emulation is a technology  where  software is used to translate  mainframe processing to  
15 commoditized compute  technologies. This  is  also known  as  Software Defined Mainframe4 

3F  
16  (SDM). This allows COBOL  and other related  mainframe-based  programs to  be ported off the  
17  mainframe hosting platform to  other forms of compute with  minimal change  to the  applications.  
18  Emulation does not address skillset risks as  knowledge on  mainframe-specific technologies,  such  
19  as COBOL,  would still be required.  

Transcoding is used to convert COBOL-based program to a more modern programming language 
21 such as Java. This would allow the converted programs to be executed on commoditized forms 
22 of computing such as public cloud. This type of migration can lead to support issues because the 
23 conversion is conducted by a machine and the converted code could be left in a state that is 
24 difficult for a human to maintain. 

These technology migrations can be used to reduce the volume of processing required on the mainframe 
26 platform, therefore reducing costs. A strategy to migrate off of mainframe could therefore be to 
27 gradually migrate workloads off of the mainframe to other technologies in order to reduce to the 
28 volume on the mainframe to zero. 

29  5.2  Business Transformation  

When an organization’s productivity is suffering because business processes and services are out-of-date 
31 or not aligned with citizen’s expectations, a business transformation may be undertaken. This also 
32 presents an opportunity to re-evaluate the technology landscape enabling those processes and services. 

4 Demystifying mainframe to Azure migration, Larry Mead, October 2018 

20 
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1 That said, the primary goal is not to replace technology, but to improve business outcomes, therefore 
2 technology transformation would only be one part of the overall transformation.  Business 
3 transformations are high-risk projects that require a large resource investments and often years of 
4 planning. 

5 Items to consider: 

6  1.  Decide if the business case for migration is based upon business transformation or technical 
7 migration. Understand the benefits and risks of each option. 

8  2.  Consider decomposing business capabilities and migrating them one-at-a-time rather than all at 
9 once to reduce risk and initial resource requirements. 

10  3.  Be prepared to sustain operations between the current application and its replacement for an 
11 extended period of time so that processing results between the two applications can be 
12 compared for accuracy. 

13 

21 
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1  6.  Case Studies  

2  This section  catalogues a few of the past and  ongoing  activities undertaken by departments and agencies  
3  in  support of mainframe-based applications.  

4 

6  The Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) within Innovation, Science,  and  Economic Development  
7  (ISED) supports  the granting of patents for intellectual property.   This uses a mainframe-based  
8  application  which  is one of the  smallest  mainframe footprints in  the GC. ISED has recently begun a proof 
9  of concept with a major public cloud provider to  migrate the  mainframe-based application to the cloud  

10 using emulation technology. Early estimates have shown a return on investment  (ROI)  of  less  than one  
11  year through reduced operating costs. For ISED, this  migration is the first in what will likely be a two-step  
12  migration. Through a CIPO  led business transformation process, it is likely  the application  will be  
13  replaced with  a more modern  cloud-based solution.  

14 

16  At Canada Revenue Agency (CRA),  there are, by conservative estimate,  more than  1000+  programmers  
17  supporting mainframe-based applications.  As new university hires are unlikely to  be familiar w ith COBOL  
18  and the CRA's unique IT landscape, skills development  is key to CRA's successful support of the tax  
19  system. CRA runs both formal classroom training as  well as mentoring programs for mainframe support.  
20 CRA has also begun to look at  options for  creating a reserve of skilled employees  from other 
21  development areas  to  ensure a continuous pipeline of  skilled resources.  

22 

23  Business transformation –  Public Services and Procurement Canada  

24  Much has been written by  the Office  of the Auditor General (OAG) regarding the challenges linked to the  
25 modernization  of the GC's  payroll system. The previous payroll system,  the Regional Pay System, was a 
26  mainframe-based  application, while its  current incarnation is  an Enterprise Resource Planning system.  
27  The importance of testing  and verification  of  the replacement system has been  noted by the OAG.   

28  When the CRA, for  example, undertakes a  critical, multi-year  change to the tax system,  they sometimes  
29  elect that the  old and new  are run in parallel for a year before decommissioning the old. Verification  
30 methods such as canary testing, where a portion of transactions are executed  on both the old and new  
31  system to compare results  is an increasingly common  strategy used before full deployment.  

32 

33  Any transition from a mainframe-based application, should include sufficient resources to operate both  
34  the replacement application(s) and the  mainframe-based application being replace in parallel for an  

22 
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1  extended period of time. This will allow for a paced  transition from one system  to another with  the 
2  opportunity to back-out should the replacement system be found to have deficiencies.   

3 

4 

5 

6 
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